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Cultural and creative industries are enjoying rapid growth in Hauts-
de-France. They are part of the strategic dynamics underpinned 
by the Region, and contribute to its image and attractiveness. 

Through its active contribution to developing a sector that combines ar-
tistic creation and economic development, the Region seeks to structure 
this industry and support the creation of works in all formats and  genres 
via 7 specific funds (including France’s first fund dedicated to video 
games), but also to encourage their production and distribution through 
numerous festivals. 

In order to publicise the excellence of the region’s actors and talents 
worldwide, the Region seeks to build on its renewed cooperation with 
the Institut français and its unique international network. 

Representing the upshot of this rich partnership, this publication aims 
to present the key players in the Images sector from an international 
perspective. By promoting them, the Hauts-de-France Region and the 
Institut français wish to encourage the development of future partner-
ships based on innovative projects and exchanges between artists and 
digital creators.

As part of our quest to consolidate the synergies of our dynamic Images 
sector and the Institut français network, we invite you to discover – and 
support – the region’s creative breeding ground. 

With a view to promoting our local creators’ know-how on the 
international stage, the Institut français is working with local 
authorities to develop tools that highlight their public poli-

cies and expertise in order to better inform the French cultural network 
abroad. Accordingly, it is thanks to our partnership with the Hauts-de-
France Region that we can issue this online publication, which promotes 
the regional “Images” ecosystem. 

In order to facilitate networking and the overseas promotion of the re-
gion’s cultural and creative industries, here we present the work carried 
out by 25 structures based in the Hauts-de-France region and working to 
further the vitality of the French “Images” activity in the following sec-
tors: photography, comics, film and moving images, and digital creation. 

I am delighted to be sharing this tool which, I hope, will allow the network 
to easily identify new partners and thus develop partnerships in the field 
of cultural and creative industries (CCI), while reinforcing the presence of 
the Hauts-de-France region’s “Images” sector on the international stage. 

editorials

XAVIER BERTRAND
President of the Hauts-de-France 

Regional Council

FRANÇOIS DECOSTER
Vice-President in charge of culture, 
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and international relations

EVA NGUYEN BINH
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For the past 35 years, the Hauts-de-France Region has pursued a poli-
cy of support for the Images industry with the aim of bringing together 
lots of different players (some of whom enjoy international renown) who, 
whether through creation, production or distribution, form a very dy-
namic and attractive regional ecosystem:

 →   2 regional hubs dedicated to images:  
Pictanovo (creation, production), 
ACAP (image emergence and education)

 →   2 professional associations dedicated  
to video games and animation:  
Game In and Noranim

 →   7 creation funds  that support 200 works every year  
in the sphere of cinema, video games and new images 

 →   More than 500 days of film and TV shoots  in 2021

 →   1 Campus for vocations and qualifications  
 in “Images and Design” excellence   
with more than 5,000 students 

 →   20 festivals,  3,000 professionals hosted on Séries Mania

 →   More than 100 companies  on the La Plaine Images  
site of excellence

The Images ecosystem in  
Hauts-de-France
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DIAPHANE

A contemporary art centre of national interest, the Diaphane photography 
centre aims to support, present and promote photographic creation in all 
its diversity in Hauts-de-France. Its underlying objective is to foster creation 
through residencies and production stays, as well as to disseminate creative 
output by bringing together audiences, artists and their productions. Each 
year, Diaphane organises the “Photaumnales” festival, as well as the “Usimages” 
industrial heritage biennial photography event.

At an international level, in 2021 Diaphane welcomed Lebanese artist Laetitia El 
Hakim for a residency as part of the NAFAS programme, which organizes 100 res-
idencies for Lebanese artists in France. Diaphane also oversees a France-Quebec 
cooperation project with the Rencontres inter-
nationales de la photographie en Gaspésie annual 
festival. In addition, with the Alliance française de 
Hong Kong, Diaphane has developed a partner-
ship between Les Photaumnales and the Hong 
Kong International Photo Festival. ◗

photography

Fred BOUCHER | Director
fred@diaphane.org

www.photaumnales.fr

www.diaphane.org

 CLERMONT-DE-L’OISE

CONTACT

CENTRE RÉGIONAL 
DE LA PHOTOGRAPHIE

Based in the town of Douchy-les-Mines, the CRP/ 
“Centre Régional de la Photographie Hauts-
de-France” (Regional Centre of Photography 
in Hauts-de-France) is an art centre dedicated 
to photography and contemporary images. It 
organises activities to support creation, pro-
duction, research, dissemination and media-
tion in a region marked by its industrial past, 
and which has been committed to culture from 
a very early stage. One of the distinctive char-
acteristics of the CRP/ is that it benefits from 
a photographic collection of more than 8,500 
original works. Representing a benchmark 
structure, it was awarded the “Contemporary 
art centre of national interest” label in 2019.

With its focus on other art scenes overseas, the CRP/ also de-
velops international co-operations. By way of example, the 
CRP/ and the Hyde Park Art Center organised a cross-residency 
project between Chicago and Douchy-les-Mines between 2016 
and 2018. ◗

Audrey HOAREAU | Director
contact@crp.photo

www.crp.photo

 DOUCHY-LES-MINES

CONTACT

© CRP 2022

L’INSTITUT POUR LA PHOTOGRAPHIE

The Institut pour la photographie seeks to become a reference international in-
stitution for photography. Its agenda is based on five main complementary and 
interactive areas: conservation, dissemination, artistic and cultural transmission, 
support for research and creation, and publishing. Moreover, it benefits from a 
collection of archives by some renowned photographers, including Bettina Rheims, 
Jean-Louis Schoellkopf and Agnès Varda. The Institut also has a library specialised 
in photographic publications, with more than 10,000 references. It co-produces 
and organises travelling exhibitions and turnkey mediation tools.

On an international level, the Institute 
oversees an annual programme granting 
four scholarships (for €15,000 apiece) 
to researchers and artists to support 
their research and design time. It also 
organises bi-annual “research days” on 
the history of photography, open to 
the French-speaking world, with the 
universities of Lille and Amiens, journal 
Transbordeur, the Université Libre de 
Bruxelles and the Université de Québec 
à Montréal. ◗

Henk MOENS | Secretary General 
hmoens@institut-photo.com

www.institut-photo.com

 LILLE
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comics
LES RENDEZ-VOUS 
DE LA BANDE DESSINÉE D’AMIENS

Each year, the “Rendez-Vous de la Bande 
Dessinée d’Amiens” (Amiens comic festi-
val), organised by the association called On 
a Marché sur la Bulle, welcomes more than 
40,000 visitors. The association also coor-
dinates a comic book Resource Centre for 
schools, adults and book professionals. On a 
Marché sur la Bulle draws on its expertise by 
inviting artists, setting up – and taking on the 
road – exhibitions, organizing professional 
days and training young readers. 

The festival seeks to shore up its internation-
al reputation. Through a partnership with the 
Lakes International Comic Art Festival, a num-
ber of additional activities are implemented, 
including the creation of books in French and 
English, artist exchanges, exhibitions and the 
organisation of master classes. Moreover, its 
exhibitions increasingly feature works by for-
eign authors: in 2022, the festival presented 
the Spaniard José-Luis Munuera, the American 
Rob Guillory and the Japanese Yuto Suzuki. ◗

Pascal MÉRIAUX | Director
p.meriaux@oamslb.fr

www.rdvbdamiens.com

www.onamarchesurlabulle.fr

 AMIENS

CONTACT

LES ÉDITIONS DE LA GOUTTIÈRE

Les éditions de la Gouttière is an independent comic book publisher 
based in Amiens. Back in 2009, the On a Marché sur la Bulle associa-
tion decided to follow up on the encouragement of authors met dur-
ing the Amiens comic festival to create a publishing department. After 
starting with children’s comics, their 
catalogue now includes more than 22 
comics without text, alongside works 
for older children with heroes such as 
Nora, Sixtine or the Super Siblings.

Les éditions de la Gouttière also pub-
lishes collective comics for educational 
purposes, or involving authors from the 
Picardy region. Educational sheets are designed by teachers to help 
readers focus on reading images, the vocabulary specific to comics, 
or the characters and their emotions. “La Gouttière” also offers oth-
er mediation tools, including interactive mats, game cards, kamishibai 
picture cards and exhibitions. ◗

Flavie SOUZY | Publisher 
f.souzy@editionsdelagouttiere.com

www.editionsdelagouttiere.com

 AMIENS
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ANKAMA ÉDITIONS

Ankama Éditions is a subsidiary of publishing specialist Ankama. 
Ankama Éditions started out by publishing works from the 
Krosmoz universe, featuring their famous Dofus and Wakfu 
games. The subsidiary went on to diversify its activity, making a 
place for itself in the publishing world by offering independent, 
original comics and developing different worlds: from children’s 
albums to crime thrillers and graphic novels. Ankama Éditions 
recently celebrated its 15th anniversary, and now has a cata-
logue featuring 239 authors.

Ankama Éditions seeks to support 
the international publication of au-
thors, such as Tony Valente, whose 
“manfra” (French manga) works 
are now published in Japan. ◗

Matthieu LEVISSE |  
Head of Marketing and Communication
mlevisse@ankama.com

www.ankama-editions.com/fr

 ROUBAIX

CONTACT
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cinema  
 and moving 
images

ACAP – PÔLE 
RÉGIONAL IMAGE

ACAP explores the realm of cinema and images, and focuses on 
broadcasting content to a broad spectrum of audiences. In col-
laboration with artists, cinema theatres, and social, educational 
and cultural players, the “Pôle régional image” deploys a cultur-
al programme in the Hauts-de-France region marked by an in-
clination for experimentation, diversity, and the desire to allow 
audiences – young and old – to experience all types of images.

In order to support, train and 
connect the sector’s players, 
ACAP organises various annu-
al professional events. These 
include a day devoted to the 
challenges of image literacy, and 
a second day devoted to the 
emergence of young authors and 
young creative talents. ACAP 
benefits from various resourc-
es intended for young people, 
teachers and mediators. ◗

Pauline CHASSERIEAU | Director 
paulinechasserieau@acap-cinema.com

www.acap-cinema.com

 AMIENS

CONTACT

© Pauline Chasserieau

PICTANOVO

Pictanovo is the regional association tasked 
with implementing the Hauts-de-France 
Region’s film and audiovisual policy. In ad-
dition to dedicated funding, it also offers a 
training and support programme, and makes 
a pool of equipment available for associations. 
Pictanovo’s Bureau d’Accueil des tournages (Film 
shoot reception office) offers its services to 
productions that come to shoot in the region. 
Its support funds are open to European and in-
ternational co-productions. 

Pictanovo is also present at dedicated interna-
tional markets and festivals such as the Cannes 
Film Festival, Séries Mania, Le Figra, FIFAM and 
Game Camp. It benefits from strong partner-

ships with the EuroDoc programme for in-depth training on creative 
documentary production, and with the Ace Producers network of inde-
pendent producers. It is also involved in the ALICE (Animation League 
for Increased Cooperation in Europe) European Interreg programme. ◗

Godefroy VUJICIC | Director
gvujicic@pictanovo.com

www.pictanovo.com

 TOURCOING
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NORANIM

Noranim is a professional association that brings together the 
Hauts-de-France region’s entire animated film industry: pro-
ducers, studios (production and post-production), higher edu-
cation institutions, image education and distribution structures, 
technicians and authors (graphic and literary). It comprises 28 
structures and 140 individual 
members. Noranim undertakes 
multiple actions to develop, 
perpetuate and strengthen the 
region’s ecosystem through engi-
neering advice, training, support 
for business leaders, the imple-
mentation of writing and scenar-
io workshops and networking.

Noranim aims to strengthen cross-border links with Belgian 
players such as screen.brussels, develop international co-pro-
ductions and promote the circulation of talent. ◗

Flavien BOISSON | Regional Delegate 
dg@noranim.org

Site under construction

 LILLE

CONTACT

ARENBERG CREATIVE MINE

Arenberg Creative Mine is an emblematic site in the region’s coal min-
ing area (a Unesco World Heritage Site) which has undergone a major 
reconversion to become a regional reference centre for images and 

digital media. Thanks to its very exten-
sive facilities, professionals can now go 
there to shoot films, series, video clips 
or organise events.

Each year, the site hosts events such 
as the international meeting of map-
ping professionals organised by Les 
Rencontres Audiovisuelles, the IBSIC 
(Image Beyond the Screen International 
Conference), the Séries Mania Festival, 
the CineComedies Festival, and map-
ping courses with student residencies 
from around the world. ◗

Corinne SOLINI | Director
csolini@agglo-porteduhainaut.fr

www.arenberg-creativemine.fr

 WALLERS-ARENBERG

CONTACT

© CAPH

LE FRESNOY

A higher arts education institution, Le 
Fresnoy – Studio National des Arts 
Contemporains is also an establishment 
for producing and disseminating art-
works. Each year, it produces more than 
50 works by young artists in all fields of 
contemporary artistic creation, with the 
aim of prompting the emergence of in-
novative works, particularly those that 
incorporate digital creation and multi-
media tools. 

Le Fresnoy has already welcomed some of the international scene’s 
most renowned artists, such as Raoul Ruiz, Robert Kramer and Jean-
Luc Godard, who lent their support to the work of the institution’s 
fledgling artists. Representing a reference centre of international 
importance, Le Fresnoy is a place of intellectual foresight that de-
velops artistic partnerships and organises study days, symposiums 
and workshops. ◗

Stéphanie ROBIN | Administrator 
srobin@lefresnoy.net

www.lefresnoy.net
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SÉRIES MANIA

Established in Lille, Séries Mania is Europe’s biggest event dedicated entirely 
to TV series. For 8 days, the festival gives 72,000 visitors the chance to sneak 
peek – and on the big screen – the best international series, and to meet re-
nowned personalities within this sphere. Professionals working in the global 
TV series industry are invited to the “Séries Mania Forum” and “Dialogues 
de Lille” events to exchange ideas and creativity. The “Séries Mania Digital 
Forum” online platform provides an extension of these two meetings for fur-
ther exchange and collaboration.

Further actions are undertaken to sup-
port the creation of TV series in Europe 
thanks to Séries Mania Institute: a train-
ing programme launched in 2021 for 
the student community and the indus-
try’s professionals. The platform and 
official website have also met with suc-
cess, racking up 255,000 visits in 2022. 
For its part, Séries Mania Forum attracts 3,300 professional participants from 
64 different countries at what has become an unmissable event for the tele-
vision and streaming industry. ◗

Marianne GUILLON | Secretary General
marianne.guillon@seriesmania.com

www.seriesmania.com

 LILLE

CONTACT

close-up  
on the region’s  

festivals 
The Region supports 20 film festivals dedicated to film, series, audiovisual 
and digital images throughout the territory. With their diverse identities, these 
events represent key drivers for disseminating audiovisual creation, while 
extensively promoting (particularly those presented below) the Hauts-de-
France region’s cultural and economic influence.

Indeed, in addition to showcasing regional production, they provide the region-
al ecosystem with unique occasions for national and international exchange 
that encourage opportunities and new projects. They also help to advance the 
region’s standing as a top-notch shooting location that is brimming with talent.

FESTIVAL CINÉMONDES

Since 2005, Cinémondes, the international independent film festival, has 
programmed nearly 600 films from all over the world, bringing together 
more than 55,000 spectators. Constantly on the lookout for regional and 
international works that have not been extensively broadcast (if at all), the 
festival offers a demanding programme geared towards works by authors 
from all over the world, past and present. It is part of the underlying aim to 
create spaces for exchange focused on quality cinema accessible to all.

Cinémondes fosters its Franco-Belgian relations through a writing residen-
cy that supports the creation of short fiction films by authors from the 
Hauts-de-France region and Belgium. In parallel to the festival is the Forum 
Cinémondes de Production: a professional event that gives young authors the 

chance to present their film projects to 
a panel of producers from France and 
Belgium, as well as to institutional and 
associative representatives such as the 
ACAP or the CNC. ◗

Dominique OLIER | Director
coord.kdiffusion@gmail.com

www.kdiffusion.com/cinemondes-2022

 BERCK-SUR-MER

CONTACT

ARRAS FILM FESTIVAL

Organised by the “Plan-Séquence” association, the Arras Film Festival 
sets out to support European creation, distribute films and share its 
passion for European cinema with all audi-
ences, especially young people. With a diver-
sified line-up of competitions, previews and 
co-productions, each year this international 
event welcomes some 50,000 visitors, includ-
ing 150 guests from twenty European coun-
tries, as well as more than 500 professionals 
and journalists. 

The festival also features the “ArrasDays” 
to assist project owners in finding European 
partners among the producers, sales agents, 
distributors, broadcasters and financial part-
ners present. In addition, the Arras festival 
organises the “Rencontres Professionnelles 
du Nord” (professional encounters of the north) event, which fos-
ters Franco-Belgian exchange and offers ten or so film premières for 
Belgian and French cinema and festival programmers. ◗

Nadia PASCHETTO | Director
nadia@arrasfilmfestival.com

www.arrasfilmfestival.com

 ARRAS

CONTACT

© Arras Film Festival
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LE FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL 
DU FILM D’AMIENS – FIFAM

The FIFAM (Amiens International Film Festival) explores 
 little-known or poorly distributed films and offers a selection of 
around 300 previously unreleased films. As one of France’s five 
biggest film festivals, it serves as a reference for many events in 
Europe and Africa. This event is an occasion for young talents, new 
cinematographic territories, and highly diverse cultural expres-
sions and identities to meet. Over 9 days, it attracts some 65,000 
spectators and 350 cinema professionals from all over the world. 

In 2022, a writing residency was organised for the first time at the 
Abbey of Saint Riquier – a listed historic monument and one of the 
Somme department’s gems – to help the young creators of today 
become the talents of tomorrow. Organised into periods of solo 
writing and group work, this one-week residency, supervised by 
director Dominique Choisy, provides five regional or international 
film-makers with a calm and privi-
leged setting to work on their first 
or second feature film. ◗

Marie-France AUBERT | Artistic Director 
contact@filmfestamiens.org

www.fifam.fr

 AMIENS

CONTACT

FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL 
DU GRAND REPORTAGE D’ACTUALITÉ 
ET DU DOCUMENTAIRE DE SOCIÉTÉ 
– FIGRA

Organised by the “CesArts Événements” association in the town of 
Douai, FIGRA (International Current Affairs and Social Documentary 
Film Festival)’s ambition is to promote news reports and documenta-
ries through a line of programming based on images of reality in the 
world, and to question society and its relationship with the world in 
order to inform and alert citizens.

For the past 29 years, the festival has offered a diversified programme 
combining television, photos, debates, documentary theatre and 
books, with meetings between the general public and professionals 
both nationally and internationally. Split into two categories – short 

and full-length films – each presenting 16 
films, the international competition of-
fers all audiences the chance to discover 
major news reports and documentaries 
on the big screen. ◗

Georges MARQUE-BOUARET |  
Delegate General
figra@figra.fr

www.figra.fr

 DOUAI

CONTACT

FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL 
DU COURT MÉTRAGE

Every September, the “Festival International du Court Métrage” 
(International Short Film Festival) in Lille offers visitors a chance to discover 
short audiovisual creations – animation, fiction, new images, documentaries 

– with a privileged place for contempo-
rary forms and innovation. The festival 
is structured around an international 
competition, non-competitive pro-
grammes, a short film marathon and a 
professional day.

With its solid international scope, the 
International Short Film Festival cre-
ates and regularly screens short film 
programmes around the world, and of-
fers easily accessible conferences and 
workshops to its partners. ◗

Antoine MANIER | Director
antoine@rencontres-audiovisuelles.org

www.festivalducourt-lille.com

www.rencontres-audiovisuelles.org

 LILLE

CONTACT
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PLAINE IMAGES

Plaine Images has now become the main 
European hub dedicated to creative in-
dustries. Its goal is to accelerate innova-
tion and business for companies in the 
audiovisual, video game and music sec-
tors within the Métropole Européenne 
de Lille and the Hauts-de-France Region. 
Plaine Images represents 150 companies, 
almost 50 incubated entrepreneurial pro-
jects, 3 schools and 2 research centres. 

Since 2019, Plaine Images has been developing a partnership with Digital Lab 
Africa, the first support scheme for digital content production in French and 
English-speaking sub-Saharan Africa. It seeks to continue developing its net-
work of specialised incubators/support structures in creative industries both 
in France and internationally. ◗

Emmanuel DELAMARRE | Director
edelamarre@plaine-images.fr

www.plaine-images.fr

 TOURCOING

CONTACT

digital 
creation LES RENCONTRES 

AUDIOVISUELLES

A national and international refer-
ence structure for video mapping, the 
Rencontres Audiovisuelles organisation 
carries out research and training pro-
jects, as well as projects for residency 
and production support. In particular, 
it organises the Video Mapping Festival, 
one of the region’s top events that trav-
els to some twenty towns. 

Each year, the Rencontres Audiovisuelles structure organises the IBSIC (Image 
Beyond The Screen International Conference), the industry’s leading profes-
sional event, with 29 countries represented in 2022. Its artists and exper-
tise can be found internationally through mapping creation, dissemination 
and training. In 2021, Rencontres Audiovisuelles produced a monumental 
mapping on the ruins of the town of Ouadane in Mauritania with film-maker 
Abderrahmane Sissako. It also provided students at the National School of 
Fine Arts in Tetouan, Morocco, with training on the mapping technique. ◗

Antoine MANIER | Director
antoine@rencontres-audiovisuelles.org

www.videomappingcenter.com

www.rencontres-audiovisuelles.org
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GAME IN

Formed by the grouping of video game companies based in the north of 
France, Game In is a benchmark professional association for this industry 
in the Hauts-de-France region. A regional reference in its field, Game 
In is the entity that represents, brings together and develops local eco-
nomic players. Its activities are focused on vocational training, expert 
support, the development of export missions, industry intelligence and 
information transfer.

Along with France’s “Syndicat National du Jeu 
Vidéo” (national video game association), Game 
In organises the Game Camp France: an annual 
event that attracts more than 1,000 video game 
professionals. Game In is looking to develop its 
activity in the US, Germany, the UK, Scandinavia 
and Asia. ◗

Laurent PEROY | Delegate General 
dg@game-in.org

www.game-in.org
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ANKAMA

Ankama is an independent digital creation group that compris-
es different entities operating in the sphere of entertainment. 
It is known for its video games Dofus and Wakfu, the develop-
ment of the Krozmoz transmedia universe, and the Wakfu ani-
mated series. This independent digital creation group focuses 
on video games, animated series, comics and the production of 
derived products. 

In barely 15 years, Ankama has established itself as an excep-
tional and unavoidable video games player, in particular thanks 
to Dofus, currently one of Europe’s most-played MMORPGs. 
Ankama innovates mainly on the basis of its transmedia strategy, 
via which it creates universes that can be deployed from one 
media format to another, 
thereby creating an immer-
sive and comprehensive 
storytelling experience. ◗

Matthieu LEVISSE |  
Head of Marketing and Communication 
mlevisse@ankama.com

www.ankama.com/fr
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ACCIDENTAL QUEENS

Accidental Queens is a video games development studio created in 
2017 by three women from the video games industry. The studio cre-
ates inclusive games that feature new mechanics and explore every-
day life topics and societal issues via innovative storytelling tools. 
Accidental Queens aims to prove that video games can be entertain-
ing while conveying social values and strong messages to a broad and 
diverse audience. 

The studio garnered 
considerable atten-
tion thanks to its 
first production, A 
Normal Lost Phone, 
developed during a 
game jam in which 
developers had 24-
48 hours to come 
up with a project. This game, in which the player must sift through the 
contents of an lost phone in order to find its owner, shifted more than 
100,000 copies in two months. Accidental Queens has also released 
Another Lost Phone: Laura’s Story, which shines a light on abusive re-
lations and harassment, as well as Alt-Frequencies, an audio mystery 
game where the player uses the airwaves to open the world’s eyes to 
the truth. ◗

Diane LANDAIS, Miryam HOUALI |  
Developer and Co-founder, Artist and Co-founder
contact@accidentalqueens.com

www.accidentalqueens.com
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LOUVRE LENS VALLÉE

Louvre Lens Vallée – centre of excellence 
for cultural innovation – supports the coal 
mining region’s transition through entre-
preneurship, culture and innovation. Its 
ambition is to promote the creation of eco-
nomic and cultural values in the Hauts-de-
France region. Among other facilities, LLV 
is home to the MuseoLab which supports 
entrepreneurs, students, citizens, creators, 
artists and designers seeking to design, pro-
totype and produce objects for commer-
cial, educational or scientific use. 

LLV has undertaken a project for a new approach to traditional 
crafts via the EU “Horizon Europe 2021-2027” programme. LLV ral-
lies a group of partners (including two European) to its “learning 
enterprise” cause for collaborative work and the interconnection 
of knowledge, encouraged by digital technologies, in order to sup-
port the transition of craft skills towards new practices and the 
emergence of new “manual” professions of excellence resulting 
from the digital and ecological transition. ◗

 

Margherita BALZERANI | Director
mbalzerani@louvrelensvallee.com

www.louvrelensvallee.com
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SCHOOLS OF EXCELLENCE

The video games industry benefits from international higher ed-
ucation schools of excellence with ArtFX, Pôle 3D and Rubika, 
forming a campus that is integrated in the Plaine Images busi-
ness hub. Rubika can also be found at the Serre Numérique 
centre of excellence in Valenciennes. In addition, the Waide 
Somme school based in Amiens recently joined the network 
of French animated film schools. More globally, these schools 
teach the creation of new forms of images and experiences: 
animation, special effects, 2D/3D, etc. The region is now home 
to more than thirty establishments that welcome young peo-
ple, with all levels of qualifications, and which, affiliated with 
research laboratories and clusters, constitute the Campus for 
“Images and Design” vocations and qualifications certified by 
the French Ministry of Education in 2021. Students in the cre-
ative industries trained by 
world-renowned schools 
in Hauts-de-France have 
come to represent highly 
sought-after nuggets of 
talent. ◗

www.artfx.school

www.pole3d.com

www.rubika-edu.com

www.ws.waide-somme.fr

www.campus.hautsdefrance.fr/id

WEBSITES

1P2P

1P2P is an independent French video game development 
studio created in 2018, based in the city of Tourcoing. In 
2021, the studio released its first game, Young Souls, on 
the Google Stadia platform.

Young Souls is now available on 
all platforms, including Game 
Pass. Players follow the adven-
tures of orphan twins Jenn and 
Tristan, who happen upon a por-
tal to another world inhabited 
by goblins. The scenario is by no 
means short of humour, and the 
art direction has opted to combine 2D and 3D with car-
toon-like graphics. This action game can be played entire-
ly in co-op mode. ◗

Baptiste MARTIN | Co-founder
contact@1p2p-studio.com

www.1p2p-studio.com
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ISHTAR GAMES

Ishtar Games is a French video game studio built, run and 
founded in 2005 by gamers wanting to create games that they 
would like to play themselves, and that reflect their core val-

ues. The studio is expanding on a 
specific branch of serious games. 
It creates games that are both 
complex and accessible, and com-
bining different genres. The studio 
is recognised for its series of Dead 
in survival games, as well as The 
Last Spell. 

In 2021, Ishtar Games was acquired by Nacon, becoming an 
indie publishing label. The studio has a growing portfolio of 
projects, including Lakeburg Legacies, a medieval village man-
agement game focused on the life of its inhabitants, alongside 
publishing projects, and seeks new talents to expand its team. ◗

Matthieu RICHEZ | CEO / Creative Director
contact@ishtar.games

www.ishtar.games
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